Animals (K-1)
Word-family map

- fish's
- fishes
- fished
- fishing

- goldfish
- shellfish
- starfish
- sunfish
- catfish
- crayfish
- jellyfish
- codfish

- fisher
- fishery
- fisheries
- fishy
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Animals (K-1)
Word-family map

hummingbird
blackbird
bluebirds
songbird

bird's
birds'
birds

birdie
birder
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Animals (K-1)
Word-family map

run

runs
ran
running

runaway
runoff
 outrun

rerun
overrun

runner
runny
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Animals (K-1)

Multiple-meaning-word map

Deer come to eat the tender twigs and **bark** of trees. (It's winter)

The stem of a tree is covered with **bark**. (Sorting plants)

Everyone looked surprised and uneasy... Red, Rusty's dog, gave a **bark** of surprise. One **bark**, and that was all! (All through the year)

Her mother wasn't smiling. But Alex didn't care... "Good NIGHT!" Alex **barked**. (Carousel)

**bark**

A short, loud sound a dog can make (and sometimes people, too!) (n), or to make that sound (v)
Animals (K-1)
Multiple-meaning-word map

The biggest **bat** has a wingspan of 6 feet! *(Bats! Bats! Bats!)*

There is one thing that makes **bats** different from all other mammals. They can fly. *(Bats: Creatures of the night)*

Bart came to meet her, carrying a baseball and a **bat**. "Want to throw the ball for me?" *(Nicholas wanted a hamster)*

This box is tall and skinny... Danny can fit his lucky bat in it. The **bat** is tall and skinny like this box. *(What is in the box?)*

**bat**

A kind of mammal that can fly (n)

A tool used to hit a ball (n)